
The possibility of a Russian victory in Ukraine has caused panic
among Russia's neighbours in Central and Eastern Europe, as well as
governments across Central and East Asia. If Russia, a nuclear power,

can invade its much smaller neighbour and prevail, what is to stop Mr Putin
from going after Poland next, or China from invading Taiwan?

While the world desperately needs a unified strategy,
the UN is splintered and dysfunctional. After Russia vetoed

a Security Council resolution denouncing its invasion at the beginning
of the war, the UN General Assembly has passed toothless resolutions,

including one on February 23rd calling for Russia's immediate withdrawal.
Faced with the biggest threat to global stability in a generation, it seems

that the body created to oversee and defend the international liberal order
cannot stop it from unravelling.

(bangkokpost.com, 3-4-23)
 

"We all understand that this conflict is not between Russia and Ukraine.
This conflict is between the two blocks of multipolarity and of the unipolarity.

Unfortunately, Ukraine is being held as the life shield of unipolar world.” 
-Darya Dugina (1992-2022)

The multipolarist Kenites vs. the unipolarist Kenites within the he goat
(which is symbolic of their shadow government which is split into two warring factions)

 is what “nation shall rise against nation” means 
i.e. the Kenite Nation rising up against itself.

This war within the shadow government of the sons of Cain will continue
to be fought through their puppets within the governmental infrastructures

throughout the globe using unipolar vs. multipolar globalism up until
the great horn of the he goat of Daniel 8:8 which is the United Nations

(in my opinion) gets broken which is when the so-called new world order
will emerge at the woe of the fifth trumpet which then receives a deadly wound

and then Satan will appear as the false christ at the woe of the sixth trumpet
which is when the new world order becomes a one world religious system.  

Learn more at MARK13RECORDS.COM  

 PUTIN WELCOMES
CHINA’S XI TO KREMLIN

AMID UKRAINE FIGHTING
(APnews.com., 3-20-23)

(EXCERPT)

The Kremlin leader welcomed China’s
proposals for a political settlement

in Ukraine and noted Russia
is open for talks.

“We will discuss all those issues, including
your initiative that we highly respect,”

Putin said.
 

“Our cooperation in the international arena
undoubtedly helps strengthen the basic

principles of the global order
and multipolarity.”

Both Moscow and Beijing have accused
Washington of trying to isolate them

and hold back their development
as they challenge it for regional

and global leadership.

EDITOR's NOTE:
Through the electronic media

(which is part of the hidden dynasty of education)
the Kenites and their minions on the

multipolar end of the globalist spectrum
continue to attempt to talk

the multipolar world order into existence
while the unipolarist Kenite oligarchs
aim to perpetuate Western Hegemony

(via the electronic media)
in order to eventually segue into

an uncontested unipolar world order
but no matter how much

'the robbers of thy people' continue
to 'exalt themselves to establish the vision'
(meaning the vision of a global government)

the one world system of Revelation 13
will not emerge

until the woe of the fifth trumpet
when Satan and his angels get cast to earth.
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